
 
 

GRC Committee 
Meeting Agenda 
October 10, 2017 

10:00A.M.-11:00A.M. 
 

GRC Chair: Scott Riley II 
Members: Morgan B., Eleanor B., Ging S., Dawn G., Hope, Ethan H., Alex R., Eyal K. 
 
Attendance: 
 

I. Call to order/Roll Call: Eleanor, Dawn, Hope 
 
Ethan: excused absence 
 

II. Old Business: Task lists from previous week.  
A. Flyer Update,Poster pricing: Ging 

 
Flyer done (add red), 8.5x11, 28lbs paper  (for workshops)= .50$pp (15$), 11x17= 1$pp 
(36$) - 55$ for budget, approved. 
 
Marquee outside of Admin building would cost 40$, Ging will talk to them about making 
changes, pricing. 
 

B. Abstract Form: Morgan update Finalize and update (need to lock down itinerary) 
 
Edit times. Clarify NOT 3MT.  
 

C. Vote on Panel Topics: Everyone 
 
Alternative Approaches: Homeopathic Remedies and Their Double-Edge 

● Too focused/specific 
Memeology: The Spread of Info 1 
Threat Level Midnight or Two and a Half Minutes to Midnight: Is this the end? 2 
Crossing borders/Building bridges/Intersections (collab, different disciplines) 6  
Thinking Globally (global issues) 4 
Growing pains 1 
Climate change ( maybe. We did it last year) 



Man v Machine -Effects of technology with human interaction (human aging and 
tech) 6 

● The Trolley Arrives: Driverless Cars and Moral/Ethical Dilemmas 
Mind the gap ( gap in the field how do you fill it) 2 

● Allow for variety of inputs 
 

III. New Business  
A. Workshops: Assign dates find rooms Everyone 

 
11/29 - Ging. room? Writing for literature purposes/presenting (writing for 
conferences/publications) 
10/23 - Eyal. abstract workshop. Room availability (12-1 free hour). Food. Room pricing, 
then food pricing. Make event on myUMBC (stress that food will be provided). 
Advertising: flyers, stickers 
1st week of Feb - Eleanor. Presentation skills 
1st week of March - Eleanor. Conference skills. Promise suggested a faculty presenter  
 

B. Budget: approved spending Everyone 
 
Advertising budget needed from Scott. Stickers: 2x2 - 3, 3x3 - 1, Abstentions - 3. Check 
Prices. Allocate 100$, approved.  

 
C. Promise Meeting: Collaborative Ideas: Scott 

 
Fund for food (attendance, itemized receipts). “Vendor” table for Promise (and other 
orgs) for sponsorship. 
 

A. Alumni Reviewers/speakers/judges - Grad alumni that do cool things  
 

IV. Task List for Next Week 
A. Google Survey for students: Ethan+ Morgan+ Hope 
B. Alumni list: Eleanor 
C. Guide book app started: Alex 
D. Rough outline for workshops: Eyal +Eleanor 
E. Itinerary completed: (if not already) Morgan+ Ethan+ Eleanor 
F. Minutes on website along with website functionality: Eyal Alex Scott 
G. In two weeks, iNet advertising for GRC Ging and Dawn 
H. Separate form for 3MT Scott: get task list 
I. Video presentations (advertising, gear-up to GRC) (iNet) 
J. Including 15m talks somehow (itinerary) - “macrotalks” 
K. Rename topics, put in abstract form Ging + Morgan 
L. Abstract Workshop Eyal + Scott 



M. Promise Collab on Conference skills Workshops (think of faculty presenter) 
Everyone 

N. Save-the-Date Google Calendar 
O. Workplan  

V. Adjournment 
 


